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 tablets of Baui, Narmer (? Bezau) and Neithhetep respectively, as well as carved objects
 in crystal, obsidian, diorite, ivory, and other materials, with numerous seal-impressions.
 JOHN GARSTANG.
 Totemism. Thomas.
 Arunta Totemism: a Note on Mr. Lang's Theory. By N. WV. n
 Tho as, M.A. 00
 On the subject of the connection of the churinga with Arunta totemism I have no
 counter theory to propose, and, perhaps, Mr. Lang's suggestion that rites of burial had
 some influence is not improbable. I can hardly, however, accept the view that the
 chance discovery of churinga associated with ancient burying places was in itself enough
 to subvert previously existing ideas as to the descent of the totem. The marks on the
 chluringa are variously interpreted by different kins, and it is difficult to see how the
 discovery of chluringa would under these circumstances cauise a change in the rule of
 descent, whether we assutne it to have taken place under matri- or patrilineal conditions.
 The spirits waiting to be re-born must have been recognised as having, independently of
 the chluringa, which could give no clue as to their kin-provenience, a local habitation
 and a niame, before the belief that conception had taken place in a particular localitv
 could produce the results attributed to it.
 The steps by which the Arunta reached their theory of totemismn, and dissociated
 the totem from any share in the regulation of marriage, are, I conceive, as follows. The
 Adelaide tribe held that the spirits of the dead went to Pindi, the western land, by some
 authorities translated-with less probahility-" the deep." At some period they returned
 from Pindi to be re-born, and in the interval took up their abode in trees (Tasm. Journal,
 I., 64). We have, so far as I know, no information as to the rules of descent in this tribe.
 and their nature can therefore be no more than a conjecture. Whether any particular
 tree was selected by the soul is also a matter of uncertainty. There are, however, a
 few facts which favour the supposition that it was a tree near the place of death.
 When the body was lifted upon the bier, the ground (wingk6ngga) on which the man
 had died was dug up by his wives, or by women related to him, with their long stieks.
 A little heap of earth was thus formed, supposed to contain the wingko or breath that
 had left the body, which their digginig is intended to set free. After various ceremonies
 of a kind commonlv found in Australia, intended to discover by divination the sorcerer
 who caused the death of the deceased, the bearers, if there happened to be large trees in
 the nieighbourhood, walked up quickly to one and then another, resting the bier against
 them on each occasion. By degrees they worked away from the place of death and at last
 walked off to a distant locality (Woods, Native Tribes, p. 164). The interpretation of this
 ceremony must, of course. be very uncertain, but it seems possible that the future ngirra
 tree was thus selected.
 The divinatory ceremonies mentioned above consisted in the rotation of the bier,
 composed of ten or twelve branches arranged like the spokes of a wheel; these were
 carried each by one man, and one man supported the " hub " of the structure on his head;
 the men, who faced iu different directions, revolved rapidly with the centre man as a
 pivot, and the latter after each act of rotation asked the deceased who had killed him, &c.
 It seems just possible that one object of these ceremonies was to allow the deceased to
 select the future resting-place of his soul.
 A stage beyond this, at any rate from the point of view of the definiteness of our in-
 formation, we find the Arunta of Finke River living between the Luritcha and the Arunta
 Ilpma. They have churinga but do ilot seem to associate them with any idea of re-birth.
 They make a grave with a lateral chamber (like the Sematig of the Malay Peninsula) witb
 the idea of preventing the spirit of the dead man from being incommioded by the weight
 of earth and thus being compelled to leave prematurely for his trnara altjira, by which
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 they understand the place where his mother was born. The souls of infants are supposed
 to dwell in trees, whither they are carried by the good mountain spirits, tuanjiraka, and
 their wives, melbata. The tree nearest to a woman wlhen she feels the first pains of
 parturition she calls ngirrca, and believes that the soul eniters her child from that tree
 (Trans. R. S. S. A., XIV., 237). It will hardly be rash to argue from the foregoing
 account by the Rev. L. Schulze that (1) the souls thus re-born are those of the dead who
 have previously come from their grave to the spot in question; (2) that the belief arose
 when the tribe was matrilineal.
 Now, if the woman were in the neighbourhood of the ngirra tree by chance only
 and a particular soul had a particular tree for its habitat, a little reflection would convince
 the black that the doctrine of hereditary totems could not be upheld unless the individual
 could in a new incarnation change his totem. Once it was decided that the totem was an
 inseparable soul element, the obvious conclusion was that, if re-birth was a fact,
 the child could not follow the kin of either mother or father except by chance. If the
 prospective mother were ghiided to the correct tree, or if the souls were allowed a certain
 amount of choice and, by playing a sort of spiritual " puss in the corner," could get into
 the right rnother, this conclusion might be avoided for the time. But here, too, unless the
 intending mother took precaution to make enquiries in the districts they proposed to visit,
 an Emu woman miight find' herself in the locality where there had been a run on Emu
 souls. If Emu souls were " off," she would perforce, if time pressed, take the first soul
 handy, and the doctrine of descent would be upset.
 It seems, therefore, probable that the belief in re-birth, associated with a
 localised habitat of the disembodied soul, would be sufficient to brino about a change in
 the belief as to the hereditary character of the totem.
 The question of how the totem ceased to play a part in the regulation of marriage
 does not seem to present any great difficulty. In the large number of tribes the totemic
 code is veiled, so to speak, by the phratriac or the class code; occasionally, even among
 tribes with class organisation, the totemic code plays its part, either in conjunction with
 or independently of the class system; but as a rule the prohibition to marry one of the
 same totem is only prominent where the class system does not exist. The totemic
 prohibition plays no part in the ordinary tribe, divided into two phratries, with or
 without classes, because the kins are arranged in one or other phratry, and virtually
 never appear in both (there are exceptions but hardly sufficiently well authenticated).
 If, however, the descent of the totem no longer follows the sarne rule as that of the class
 or phratry, it is clear that, so long as the class system is in full vigour, and especially
 where the totem has hitherto beeti a negliogeable factor in marriage rules, marriage will
 probably continue to be regulated by the class. If there is a clear consciousness of the
 totemic prohibition as implicitly contained in the phratry or class prohibition, there might
 be a subsidiary set of rules, but where the ordinary rule of descent of the totem has been
 .abrogated, we should hardly expect that a totemic prohibition would form part of
 marriage regulations.
 The origin of totemic exogamy is a matter of dispute; but it can hardly be denied that
 it is in many cases of very subsidiary importance. That this is the case may be inferred
 from the rules of avoidance. Most, if not all, theories of avoidance have overlooked the
 fact that although the actual mother-in-law must be avoided, it is, in some cases at least,
 only as one of an inter-marrying class. The bearing of this fa'ct on the origin of
 avoidance is complicated by the theory of group marriage; but f4r our present purpose
 the important point is that there does not seem to be any trace of preferelntial treatinent
 on totemic lines of members of the forbidden classes among the Australian tribes, whose
 totemic abnormalities require explanation. The younger sister or brother must avoid
 one another, but the brother and elder sister, though of the same totem, may converse
 freely (Horn Exped., IV., 166), and this thouoh women of the same class as the husband
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 may not visit a married man's camp except in the absence of the husband. If totem
 tabus are of this subordinate nature we may, perhaps, not unfairly regard the possibility
 of intra-kin marriage among the Arunta as a simple corollary of the change in the rule
 of descent.
 The change in the rules of descent seems to have been initiated and probably.
 completed during the matrilineal stage. The aggregation of a tribe into local totem
 groups is commonly regarded as a result of patrilineal descent, and it might be argued
 that the Arunta must therefore have emerged from the matrilineal stage before the totem
 ceased to be hereditary. But in the first place, tlie process by which patriline<al descent
 brings about local totem groups is hardly clear in all its steps ; and in the second place,
 the Intichiuma ceremonies of the Arunta and neighbouring tribes would tend to bring about
 the same result, and may well have done so after the totemi ceased to be hereditary.
 The question of how the totem causes to be derived from the father instead of the
 mother has hardly been examined from the savage point of view, so far as I know.
 'The process by which the change is brought about and the explanation given by the
 people themselves might, if studied in detail, throw some light on savage theories of
 totemism.
 The subject of the counection of the churinga with Arunta totemism is one that
 lends itself rather to ingenious speculation, stimulated by the knowledge that refutation
 of one's guiesses is probably impossible, than to demonstration of any order of exactness.
 If Mr. Lang's graveyard theory is correct we might explain the churinga, like the
 penitah of the Sakai, as a sort of celestial passport. We know little 'about Australian
 ideas of a future life, but the facts do not seem to exclude the suggested explanation.
 In this case we need hardly suppose that a vanished race had anything to do with the
 matter; the Arunta themselves may nave held this belief. Aniother possibility is that
 this churinga was, like the wingk6ngga, the resting place of the soul, and was for this
 reason buried with the body and discarded when the reincarnation took place. While
 this explains the supposed finding of the disused churinga, we have at present no
 evidence that churinga proper are or were ever buried. Unless this was so the
 suggested explanation could hardly hold good. N. W. THOMAS.
 England: Archeeology. Ashby.
 Excavations at Caerwent in Monmouthshire. By Thomas Ashby, Cfl
 Jun., MI.A ., F. S.A. J
 The name of Venta Silurum is not prominefit in the written history of Britain in
 Roman times. It is only mentioned twice in ancient authorities. In the 14th iter of
 the Antonine Itinerary it figures as the first station from Isca Silurum (Caerleon),
 which lies 9 miles further west, on the road to Silchester by way of Bath; that is, as a
 statiorn on the route from London to South Wales-the route which, until July of last
 year, was still the most direct by rail. And it also occurs in the catalogue of cities and
 camps of Britain given by the geographer of Ravenna. But the indication given by
 the Itinerary, and the persistence of the modern name Caer Went are sufficient to
 warrant the identification. The name Laud of Gwent, in fact, is still applied to the
 surrounding district, but its meaning is much disputed.
 An inscription recently discovered in the centre of the Roman town, though not in
 its original position, has thrown a great deal of light on the condition of Caerwent in the
 Roman period. The text runs as follows (the first line being lost and the reading in
 the second being uncertain): . . . LEG(ato) LEG(ionis) I[i] AVG(ustae)
 PROCONSVL(i) PROVINC(ke) NARBONENSIS LEG(ato) AVG(usti) PR(o)
 PR(~etore) PROVI(ncie) LVGVDVINEN(sis) EX DECRETO ORDINIS
 RESPVBL(ica) CIVIT(atis) SILVRVM.
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